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This paper describes how the author has used ch _ren's stories published

in the People's Republic of China, toexplore the ethnocentr sti in American

academic sOcial psychology.

The stories are read to students in the author's undergraduate classes ih

social psychology, who then discuss the themes of the stories. Comparisons are

made ith stories commonly available to children in this country,. Major emphases

the stories from China include: an empha is upon helpfulness and cooperation

in the pursuit of group goals; (2) a minimizing of roles defined by sex, age or

social prestige; (3) the early introduation of chIldren into adult roles; (4)

in

error seen as ignorance, calling for, reeduca ion rather than punishment;

care of personal and-group belongings.

The frequency of these themes is contrasted with their appearance in American

children's literature. Attention is then directed t- the cultural differences

which have been noted, as these relate to emphaseswithin areas of interes- common

American sodial psychologists. To date attention has included the various

psychological needs identified by Henry Murray, with particular attenelon on the

achievement motive. Maslow's need hierarchy is reexamined in terms of the

orientation of the Chinese stories and a similar reexamination is made of Kohlbe

stag of moral development.



Tea -ing the Cultural Biases of Social Psychology (1)

David L. Cole

OccIdental College

Over an el hteen year span of teaching social psychology, the au hor has become

Increasingly concerned with- the degree to which what is often taught in that course

reflects a culturally biased position, a bias which can easily go unnoticed by te-t

autho- instructor and students alike. Trends c the past decade which have seen an

increasing Third World consciousness, as well as increased awa .ness among women

students of the social statu- of their sex, have added to my concern that .the biaseS

which I believe are so often implicit In the subject matter of social psychology be

brought to the student attention.

Du ing the past year, as a result of research by my wife and I, a medium has been

found, which in two runs to date, have proven very useful in pursuing the goals just

desc ibed. Over ecent years, the Foreign Language Pr ss In Peking, has been

exporting increasing numbe s of children's storIes from the People's Republic of

China. Traditionally, Chinese ch ldren's lIterature haS been strongly didactic,

and the present stories are no exception. Products of a controlled press, they

represent the "ideal society" to the child in a very concrete and forceful manner.

We have completed a survey of the themes found in 44 of these stories. It Is the

characteristics of these themes which provide the main basis for disCuss hg the

ethnocentricity of some aspects of social psych-logy.

Using children's literatioe forgetting at -he values and central ideals of a,

tultu'e is -not a new idea of course, and so the t.pic can be approached through an

existing research history, suth as the work of Malelland-and ot'hers, on achIevement

motivation. Having demonstrated the yse of stories In past research-, I then turn to

a desc iption of the doMinant themes found in the current Chinese re. Work

-Is available to Support the contention that the ilterature exported to this country is

TiTiriFiTiiii-eiTted at American Psychological Association, Washington D.C. Sept. 6, 1976.
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indeed representative of that found inside the PRC, that the themes differ In content

f om those found in non-Communist Chinese areas such as Taiwan, and that the themes

found in-the literature from the PRC are strongly and explicitly Maoist in emphasis.

With this background, and reading-several of the stories to illustrate my'points,

1-note that the dominant themes in these stories are as folio

(1) Helpfulness and cooperation in pursuit of group goals. Striving for indivP4ual

success does not appear the stories. Personal gain and personal comfort are spurned

in seeking the common good. inclusion within the group is taken for granted.

(2) Minimizing of roles defined by sex, age, or social prestige. Women are as

likely to be the central figure as men. All virtues are shared equally by the sexes.

There is no job or social role dlfferenciatlon between the sexes. Age- elated roles

are not stressed. Parental roles are minimized. While there Is much evidence of

adu t concern for children, it is a concern shared by the entire community, and not

centered in the parents. Persons gain prestige by their acts contributing to goal

of the g oup, not by occupation, education or Ind vidual achievement.

3) Early introduction of the child into adult roles. Duty comes before pleasure.

V ay has very little place. Children frequently do adult jobs and share the same goals

as adults. Goal ttaInment brings lavish praise, but not material reward. The

highest praise is for having proven onese f true to the ideals of the revolution and
fi

thus come to stand as an YrnspiratIon for others who will follow.

(4) Error seen as ignorance rather than either stupidi,ty or any flaw of personality.

When figures in the stories do e in the form of failing to see the implications

ir act ons for the attainment of group goals. This failing calls for reeducation,

not punishment. No one is ever _id -uled or threatened w th exelusion.

5) Care ce' personal and group possessions. Although cquisitiveness I never

preSented as an ide 1, taking care of what one owns or what the group owns Is a

recurrent concern. Conspicuous consumption Is conspicuously absent and psychological

bsolescence unhear of.
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Presentation of these themes inevitably brings from the students recollections

of themes from their own favorite childhood stories. A frequently c ted source is

the Little Golden Books, and I have made a supply of these available to the students.

Many students immediately find old friends among these stories. The stories are

noteworthy in their contrast with the themes just described: (I) individual goal

seeking and achievement are frequently- stressed; (2) seX, age, and status roles are

often quite marked; (3) childhood is often' portrayed as a carefree period, free from .

adult responsibilities; (4) naughtiness is sometimes taken for granted-and lazines-

and carelessness Are frequently portrayed And punished; (5) -tie attenti-n is

given to care-of material objects. Themes in the AMerican stories which had.passed

by unnoticed -tend Out sha ply when the stories are read in the context provided

by exp _awe to the sto ies from Chine.
e---

t is unusually easy for the Students to see similarit _s between the themes

f the American stor;-s and their own value systems, And the contrast between

these and the ideels held-out in the Chinese stories. When that has been achieved,

emphasis shifts to scme of the theories and research eMphases in American social

psychology. To date, three avenues have been fruitful areas for-discussion.

First e have s rveyed several of the most frequently researched heeds In

list first compiled by Henry Ourray. We look at the meaning Ascribed to these

individual needs, and consider how they are presented in the Chinese child en's

iterature. Need achievement is a particularly useful examp e, in part beteuse_
of the great moUnt of 'research which has been done on the concept In paet because

It is very meaningful to the students, and in ecause'that body -f research

includes themes fr stories and myths. It qui kly becomes apparent that while

there Is s_ ething akin to achievement striving on the part of the heros of the

Chinese stoeies, it must be sighificantly redefined. Gone is the emphasis-on

dividual achi-ve nt. Instead, one extends oneseff to Achieve the goal's estabe

iished by the group.. That whiCh would eXtend or expand the e-le of personal gain

5
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is non-exis -nt. Reward comes only in the form-of group approVal.

Similar transformations are needed for practically every one.of the needs on

Murrays list. Home needs never find any direct expression aS felt needs in the

-Chinese stories because their fulfillment is as automatic_as breathing. Need

aff Hatton and need dependence are two, and their'automatic satisfaction provides

a good tak ff point for discussing concern over these in our own society and why

they havc SUbequentlY become of interest to psychologists.-

A-second line of comparison has been to turn to Maslow's need hierarchy, and

parttcularly, to consider what "self-actualization" might Mean in today's Chinese

society. Again, It becomes clear that one must be highly selective in picking only

particular parts-of Maslow's concept, and other aspects must be-either minimized or

ignored. One achieves fulfillment in the ideal world of the Chinese children's

story only by serving the common good, and perhaps coming to syMbollze self sacrifice

to the group.

A third area explored to date is in conne-tion wi h Kohibera's theories of stages

of moral development. Here, of course, the emphasis must shift, for the issue is not

:whether the Chinese are capable of given levels of moral abstraction, but rather whether

their existing value system would see the "highe " stages described by Kohlberg as

really desirable. It is clear that there is a strong moralistic strain running through

the Chinese stories, indeed much more so than in the American stories, but it

very doubtful as to whether this moral emphasis allows a "higher" morality than

that represented by the teachings of Chairman Mao.

The aim of my approach is to raise questions as to the exient to whi h values

derived outside of science implicitly and explicitly direct the doing of science.

With the issue approached through exposure to the Chinese children's sto ies, it Is

possible to pick up on many areas of social 'psychology where the issue may be raised.

The authoritarian personality is a particularly obvious one, but small group

-research, theAebateS over-leadership styles,- and the emphasis in attitude change
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studies among others allow simi ar ana ysis.

When I began-teaching social psychology many years agog .the message I tried to

give'to-Students was very clear: oSyChology is a science. The best scien Mc-

methodologies are experimental. The lab is the best place to do experimen s.

Truth ill be found in that way, and transp rted to those needing truth. Most of-
that arrogance has faded. I sti I try to convey the concern for a sense of evidence,

! still present psychology as a field constantly posing the question of how we

decide that something.is a "fact" about human social behavior. But I have tempered

my approach. I now try to preseñt social psych logy as a product of its ti .e, and

of the people who engage in it. I discuss how the scars of antisemitism influenced

Freud's interpretation of humankind and how at a later-date the same scars led to

some assumptions in the -tudies of authoritarianism. I stress how a-male dominated

society created a male dominated science, which selected male oriented interest

topics. And I suggest that the values and potentialities which-theoristr have placed

at the apex of their concepts of human.kind are themselves value judgments derived

from a sphere wider than psychology. 'In this last effOrt, the analyses of the

children's stories-has been pa ticularly useful.

We, of course, do not contend that the children's stories portray 1 fe as it is,

bdt rather the ideal of which it ought to be, as seen from one p_ _pective. Psycholo-,

gists, by contrast, Frequently seek to -tell it like it is ' or at least, as they

perceive it. But in discussing human potent al,' psychologists have not been ioith

to describe an Ideal, indeed an ideal-ostensibly uncovered .hy "science." But it is

the ideal po trayed in the Chinese children's literature. And the contr

not hard forthe students to see,

The issue is not whether social psychology is a science, but Whether science is

culture .free. The issue ii probably net, although .this is-less clear-- whether the-

'theorists and researchers cited recognized the:cultural limits of their conclusiens,

but first whether these are regularly made clear 0 the studen s and second, whether
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a cultural alternative is clear enough to the students so that they can really see'

the'relati ity involved. Again, the Chinese storkes have provided an effective

portrayal of.such an alternative.
-

A major question however, is whether the conclusions of social psychologists

stem from empirical data or froM culturally determined preconceptions which subtly

direct problem selection, research strategies and so, conCluslons. This is the

toughest one of all, and one I hope to leave the students pondering at the end of

-the course.

-
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